Paragon Architectural Products, LLC presents...

The Sixth System

The most transparent structural glass façade system in the world.

The Sixth System, structural glass façade system, is the most transparent façade system in the world.

Utilizing the most advanced engineering, glass processing and cable technology, the structure of The Sixth System is invisible and designed to perform in the most demanding environments.

The ground-breaking patented technology of The Sixth System has been tested to withstand the most rigorous internal and external pressures, as well as all loading factors.

On top of extensive testing, added safety and redundancy is achieved as The Sixth System exceeds international glazing and structural design codes.

The Sixth System is easily scalable and can be configured to meet the aesthetic goal of almost any project.

The Sixth System is the only glass wall system for building entries/lobbies-space, retail showrooms, museum exhibits or any application where complete visibility and zero loss of floor space is required.
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